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Smart meters are coming to a neighborhood near you

The new norm
- 50% of residential customers in US
- 80% of EU residential customers by 2020

Smart meters unlock potential for new DSM programs
- Measure usage across time
  - New prices possible
  - New information for customers
- Measure usage across space
  - Dynamically control resource use

How to separate hype from reality?
BGE’s request also included recovery of $140.7 million related to its investment over the past six years in Advanced Metering Infrastructure (AMI or ‘smart meters’). The Commission received testimony on the benefits of smart meters, including the technology’s ability to lower energy bills, improve customer service and relieve peak-time pressure on BGE’s transmission and distribution systems. While the Commission found compelling evidence that BGE’s AMI system is cost beneficial to its customers, it disallowed $47.8 million of BGE’s request and authorizes BGE to recover the allowed portion of the costs over 10 years, instead of five as BGE had requested. Ultimately the Commission concluded that for every $1 invested in the AMI system, customers will receive at least $1.28 in benefits.
But what about smart measurement?

Smart meter rollouts are system-wide

How do we construct a “but-for” world without a randomly-chosen control group?

- Engineering estimates?
- Pre-post?
- Quasi-experimental design?

Three case studies

1. Time of Use in Ontario
2. Energy Management Tools
3. Conservation Voltage Reduction

In a mid-sized US utility
Besides Italy, Ontario is the only region in the world to deploy TOU rates to all residential customers.

Note: The prices above are commodity only, this study uses the all-in prices that customers actually face.
In Ontario, there are 70+ LDCs, each of which had its own smart meter and TOU deployment schedule.
Control groups were created that exploited deployment timing and eligibility

1) Exploit differences in timing within an LDC
   - Later installations used as control group
   - Engineering deployment – random from customer’s perspective

2) Included retail choice customers (excluded from TOU)
   - Opted out of RPP
   - Self-selection bias?

Measurement issues:
   - Hard to find qualifying LDCs
     - Estimated conditional impacts
     - Reweighted to obtain provincial impacts
There is significant evidence of load shifting from TOU

Note: Black bars indicate 95% confidence intervals for the impact

* Period 6 was mid-peak before May 2011
Peak impacts are inline with those predicted by Brattle’s Arc of Price Responsiveness.
Peak impacts are inline with those predicted by Brattle’s Arc of Price Responsiveness
Utility M deployed smart meters to its entire customer population

Energy Management Tools (EMT) provided enhanced information over energy usage:

- Programs rely on behavioral change
  - Web portal
  - Detailed bills
  - Educational campaigns
  - News coverage

Conservation Voltage Reduction (CVR)

- Reduce usual voltage band (114 – 126 V) to use the lower end (114-120 V)
- Only deployed to customers on select feeders
- No behavioral changes required by customers
EMT control group was created by looking at adjacent jurisdictions.
CVR Control Group was created by selecting customers on similar substations.
Both EMT and CVR resulted in statistically significant energy savings

EMT program resulted in 1.7% reduction in average daily usage

CVR reduced voltage by 1.5% resulting in:
- A 1.4% reduction in average daily usage
- A 1.1% reduction in peak usage
  - (Hottest summer days: 2-7pm)

Impacts would not have been measurable without control groups
Quasi-experimental designs can be improved on if planned in conjunction with smart meter deployment

1. **Options**\textsubscript{Pre-deployment} $>$ **Options**\textsubscript{Post-deployment}
   - Make your own luck

2. **Plan the Rollout**
   - Exploit engineering delays in smart meter and program rollouts to create randomized control groups
   - Ensure adequate pre-program window

3. **Exploit exogenous eligibility**
   1. Coordinate major rollouts between utilities or jurisdictions
   2. Look for control groups that are excluded from program
   - Be aware of and test for self selection
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